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Minimal Heating at the Skin Surface During
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation
Niranjan Khadka, PhD Candidate; Adantchede L. Zannou, BS;
Fatima Zunara, BS; Dennis Q. Truong, PhD Candidate;
Jacek Dmochowski, PhD; Marom Bikson, PhD
Objective: To assess if transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) produces a temperature change at the skin surface, if any
change is stimulation polarity (anode or cathode) speciﬁc, and the contribution of passive heating (joule heat) or blood ﬂow on
such change.
Material and Methods: Temperature differences (DTs) in an agar phantom study and an in vivo study (forearm stimulation)
including 20 volunteers with both experimental measures and ﬁnite element method (FEM) multiphysics prediction (current ﬂow
and bioheat) models of skin comprising three tissue layers (epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous layer with blood perfusion) or of
the phantom for active stimulation and control cases were compared. Temperature was measured during pre, post, and stimulation phases for both phantom and subject’s forearms using thermocouples.
Results: In the phantom, DT under both anode and cathode, compared to control, was not signiﬁcantly different and less than
0.18C. Stimulation of subjects resulted in a gradual increase in temperature under both anode and cathode electrodes, compared
to control (at t 5 20 min: DTanode 5 0.98C, DTcathode 5 1.18C, DTcontrol 5 0.058C). The FEM phantom model predicted comparable maximum DT of 0.278C and 0.288C (at t 5 20 min) for the control and anode/cathode cases, respectively. The FEM skin model
predicted a maximum DT at t 5 20 min of 0.988C for control and 1.368C under anode/cathode electrodes.
Conclusions: Taken together, our results indicate a moderate and nonhazardous increase in temperature at the skin surface
during 2 mA tDCS that is independent of polarity, and results from stimulation induced blood ﬂow rather than joule heat.
Keywords: bioheat, erythema, ﬁnite element method, ﬂare, transcranial direct current stimulation, temperature, passive heating
(joule heat), skin
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Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is investigated as a
noninvasive neuromodulation tool in healthy and patient populations (1). Transient cutaneous sensation (e.g., itching, tingling,
warmth) and skin erythema (so called “ﬂare”) are the primary
reported side effects of tDCS (2). Only using nonoptimal materials
and procedures can more severe skin irritation be observed (3,4).
These adverse skin responses can be minimized by following established protocols in dose and electrode preparation (5,6), monitoring
electrode resistance (7,8), and using proven electrode designs (6,9)
or more advanced electrode techniques (10,11).
One of the concerns to be addressed during the tDCS stimulation
is the change in temperature at the skin surface. These changes might
be stimulation polarity (anode or cathode) speciﬁc, contributed due
to passive heating (joule heat), or due to change in blood perfusion.
Small noninjurious changes in skin temperature during tDCS may
inﬂuence cutaneous sensation (12) and even inﬂuence current ﬂow
patterns to the brain (13,14). Such changes may also confound blinding of subjects (e.g., sensation of warmth that is based on real temperature changes) or operators (e.g., in the active case sponges are
warmer). Although higher temperature changes may be injurious and

contribute to less tolerable treatment, prior experimental, and ﬁnite
element method (FEM) modeling studies have curtailed a role for signiﬁcant temperature increases during tDCS (15,16).
This study also builds upon the prior study by Datta et al., where
no signiﬁcant temperature rise at the sponge- electrode and the
scalp interface was predicted by the FEM simulation of 2 mA 4 3 1
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ring HD-tDCS and conventional tDCS. Here, using an array of precise
thermocouples, we measured temperature changes at the
electrode-sponge and the agar phantom interface, and the skin
interface, on an easily accessible area of skin such as forearms,
during anodal, cathodal, and sham stimulation. Though systemic
(centrally mediated) temperature changes during tDCS have not
been observed (17), we none-the-less stimulated subjects’ forearms
to remove a central confound. As a ﬁrst demonstration, we implemented detailed experimental measures along with computational
FEM model of an agar phantom (control experiment where vasculature is absent) and a skin [that included a vascular ﬂare response
(18–20)] to determine the role of joule heating vs. vascular ﬂare
(explained in discussion section) on any temperature changes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study involves experimental measurements in phantom and
participant, and FEM simulation for stimulation (anode or cathode)
and control cases.
Participants
Twenty healthy subjects (14 males and 6 females; age range 20–
30 years; mean age 23.5 6 2.5) volunteered in the study. Participants
with any form of skin disorders or preexisting injuries at the sites of
stimulation were excluded. The CCNY local Ethics Committee
granted approval for this study and a written informed consent
from the participants was collected before conducting the experiment. Participants were seated in a relaxed position.
Stimulation and Temperature Measurement
A constant current stimulator (1 3 1 tDCS, Soterix Medical Inc.,
NY, USA) was used to administer direct current for all trials through
a pair of rubber electrodes (2 3 3 cm) placed into two saline (0.9%
NaCl) soaked sponge pockets (35 cm2 skin contact area, EasyPads,
Soterix Medical Inc., NY, USA). Direct current intensity of 2 mA was
applied for 20 min with an additional linear ramp up and down of
30 sec at the beginning and at the end of stimulation. Six type- K
thermocouples probes (Digi-Key Electronics, MN, USA) sensed by
three dual input digital thermometers ( 6 [0.05% of reading 1 0.38C] accuracy, 52II, Fluke Corporation, WA, USA) were positioned under the center and periphery of the anode, cathode, and
control sponge-electrode to measure the temperature during stimulation (anode, cathode) and control (nonstimulation) electrode cases.
Temperature was measured during stimulation (20 min), and prestimulation and poststimulation (5 min each) phases for every minute.
Measurement of temperature under the anode, cathode, and control
was conducted during the same stimulation session—with the control electrode positioned on the opposite arm or at a distance location on the phantom. Experiments were conducted at the bench
top in a temperature-controlled room and the ambient temperature
was continuously monitored during the experiment using two similar type- K thermocouples as mentioned above. The ambient room
temperature during the entire study remained nearly unchanged
(22 6 1.58C).
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Phantom Study
Agar phantom (2% agar by weight; 20 gm agar ash, and 1 gm
NaCl to 1000 mL water, A7002, Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) was prepared using established standard protocols (21). While conducting
temperature measurement on the phantom, sponge-electrodes
were positioned approximately 10.2 cm apart on a thin coated layer
www.neuromodulationjournal.com

(0.5 cm) of conductive electrode gel (Signa gel, Parker Laboratories
Inc., NJ, USA). Assigned electrode distance was based on our earlier
study (8). The electrode-sponge distance in the phantom study
matched the in vivo study. Conductive gel layer was used to maintain consistent contact between the sponge-electrode and the gel.
For stimulation case, a 2 mA DC was injected from the 1 3 1 tDCS
stimulator via sponge electrodes and corresponding temperature
under the electrodes were measured whereas for the control case,
sponge electrodes were positioned on the phantom but not connected to the stimulator.
In Vivo Study
For in vivo study, skin was cleaned with dilute saline prior to the
electrode placement. The sponge electrodes were then secured on
the forearm of the participants using rubber straps (Elastic Fasteners
“Blue,” Soterix Medical Inc., NY, USA) and were positioned proximal
and distal to the forearm (8). Stimulation and control cases, and the
corresponding temperature measurement were conducted following the aforementioned procedure.
Temperature Analysis
Temperature measurements at every minute during prestimulation, stimulation, and poststimulation phases for both phantom and
in vivo studies were averaged across phantoms and subjects, and
were normalized with respect to the initial temperature, which was
considered a baseline (08C) as shown in Figure 1a. Since the initial
temperature on the placement of the sponge-electrodes at the skin
or the phantom varied with the initial temperature of the saline
soaked sponges and the ambient temperature, we considered initiation of the tDCS stimulation (t 5 5 min) as the “initial temperature”
for normalizing temperature data. Temperature difference (DT) was
calculated across all subjects and phantom studies for both stimulation and control cases. In case of the FEM simulations, DT was calculated at the given instant (t 5 5, 10, 15, and 20 min).
Computational Model and Solution Method
Heat Transfer
Human skin was modeled as an inhomogeneous medium comprising three layers; epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous layer (fat
and connective tissue) where epidermis was superﬁcial and avascular (presence of stratum corneum [SC]), while the underlying dermis
and subdermal tissues were rich in vasculature (22,23). Each layer of
the skin was modeled as a homogeneous and isotropic volume conductor and thickness values were based from prior literature (23).
The anodal case was considered for the FEM multiphysics (current
ﬂow and bioheat) model, however, none of the physics considered
for the computational model were polarity speciﬁc. Heat transfer
and temperature ﬁelds in the human skin was modeled using timedependent bioheat equation Pennes equation as mentioned below:
qCp rT5r:ðjrT Þ2qb Cb xb ðT2Tb Þ1Qmet

(1)

where q, Cp , T, j, and Qmet represent tissue density, speciﬁc heat,
temperature, thermal conductivity, and metabolic heat generation,
respectively. Similarly, qb , Cb , xb , and Tb are density of the blood,
speciﬁc heat of the blood, blood perfusion rate, and temperature of
arterial blood. Blood perfusion was constant in all vascular skin
layers and the values for the properties of blood were assigned as:
qb 51060 kg=m3 ð24Þ; Cb 53770 J=ðkg:KÞ; Tb 537  C ð25Þ: In order
to account for the heat generation during electrical stimulation,
equation (1) was further modiﬁed to include joule heating
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Figure 1. Skin surface temperature changes under tDCS electrodes during prestimulation, stimulation, and poststimulation phases in the phantom from in vivo
studies, and FEM simulations. a Average temperature change in subjects (right) and phantom (left) normalized to temperature at t 5 0. The error bars indicate standard error of mean. In the phantom, DT was approximately same across test samples and mode of stimulation, whereas in the in vivo study, maximum DT was measured under the active electrode (max. under cathode) during stimulation compared to the control. b1 Architecture of a skin model showing skin layers (epidermis,
dermis, and subcutaneous layers) and electrode positioning on the skin surface. b2 represents an orientation of current density ﬂow streamlines inside the different
skin tissue layers. c1 Analysis of normalized average DT in the phantom study (p < 0.01). No signiﬁcant difference in DT was found in the control, compared to the
anode and the cathode. c2 Illustration of predicted DT for the nonstimulation (control) and stimulation cases in the FEM phantom model. Predicted results indicated
no signiﬁcant effect of stimulation on the phantom. d1 In vivo analysis of temperature difference over time within subjects during prestimulation, stimulation, and
poststimulation. Red and green asterisks symbolize statistical signiﬁcant difference (p < 0.01) between anode and control, and cathode and control, respectively.
There was a signiﬁcant difference in DT under the anode (p < 0.01) and the cathode (p < 0.01), compared to the control. Temperature under both anode and cathode gradually increased due to stimulation, compared to that of control. d2 FEM representation of the predicted DT in the skin model. Maximum DT of 1.368C was
predicted during direct current stimulation by the FEM model.

(Laplace equation rðrrV Þ50 where V: potential and r: conductivity) and was given by:
qCp rT5r:ðjrT Þ2qb Cb xb ðT2Tb Þ1Qmet 1rjrV 2 j

(2)

Boundary and Initial Conditions
The boundary condition at the top surface of the skin and sponge
was simulated as convective heat loss to the ambient air, without
explicitly considering heat loss to the surrounding due to evaporation. Therefore, the boundary conditions at the top surface of the
skin and sponge electrode was
q5hðTamb 2T Þ
h 5 5 W=m :K; Tamb 5 24 C ðair temperatureÞ
2

(3)
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where h is the convective heat transfer coefﬁcient and Tamb was
ambient temperature (averaged from in vivo study). Bottom surface

of subcutaneous layer was set to be at core temperature (Tcore ) and
the boundary condition was (Tcore 5 378C).
Initial temperatures (T0) for electrode-sponge (22.58C), top layer of
skin (surrounding epidermis 5 32.58C, and epidermis section underpad 5 29.028C) were based on experimental measurement. The
underlying dermis (338C) and subcutaneous layer (338C) temperature was set slightly higher than the epidermis due to vasculature
and proximity to the core (23).
For electrical stimulation, boundary conditions were applied as
normal current density (inward current ﬂow:Jnorm ) at the top
exposed surface of anode and ground at the bottom surface of subcutaneous layer. Uniform current density corresponding to 2 mA
intensity was applied through a rubber electrode [r 5 0.947 S/m;
j 5 0.2 W/(m.K),(26)], embedded inside sponge pocket [r 5 1.4 S/m;
j 5 0.6 W/(m.K), (27)]. All other external surfaces of the model were
electrically insulated. Dimensions of rubber electrode and sponge
were set according to the experimental protocol.

KHADKA ET AL.
The thermophysical parameters of biological tissue layers were
based on average of prior literature (23–25,28,29). Epidermis under
the wet sponge [r 5 0.16 S/m; j 5 0.235 W/(m.K)] was assigned
higher conductivity compared to the surrounding dry epidermis
[r 5 0.0004 S/m; j 5 0.235 W/(m.K)] due to the water content in the
saline. Blood perfusion in the vascular tissues was increased with
current density, simulating stimulation-induced erythema (ﬂare
response). Dermis (r 5 0.23 S/m; j 5 0.450 W/(m.K), xb 5 0.0020
s21 , Qmet 5 400 Wm23 ), and subcutaneous layer (r 5 0.02 S/m;
j 5 0.185 W/(m.K), xb 5 0.001 s21 , Qmet 5 400 Wm23 ) have blood
perfusion due to vasculature, hence metabolic heat generation.
The phantom was modeled using equations (1) and (2) neglecting
the biological tissue parameters. The boundary and initial temperatures of the phantom were set based on experimental measurement
(Tcore 5 T0 5 248C). The electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity of agar phantom were 0.05 S/m and 0.07 W/(m.K), respectively
(30).
Computational Method
Computer aided design models of skin layer geometry consisting
epidermis, dermis, subcutaneous layer, sponge, and electrode
(Fig. 1b1) were assembled in SolidWorks 2013 (Dassault Systemes
Americas Corp., MA, USA) and were imported as an assembly in
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 (COMSOL Inc., MA, USA) to solve the model using a ﬁnite element technique. The phantom model was solved
implementing the same methods as the skin model. Volumetric
meshes for the skin and the phantom model were generated as
Physic-controlled mesh with an average element quality of greater
than 0.5. The ﬁnal FEM skin model was solved for greater than
2,000,000 degrees of freedom and had greater than 1,700,000 tetrahedral elements whereas in the phantom model, the degrees of
freedom was greater 600,000 and had greater than 400,000 tetrahedral elements. In our study, we considered the steady-state solution
(temperature obtained by evaluating the model under nonstimulation condition) as the initial conditions for the time-dependent study
(20 min stimulation with a time step of 0.01 sec) of temperature elevation. Bio-heat transfer physics in biological tissues (for the skin)
and solid (for the phantom) were solved for stimulation and nonstimulation cases and the temperature were predicted. Current density
streamlines were generated for the stimulation case (skin) to illustrate the distribution of current on the surface and through different
tissue layers (Fig. 1b2). Streamlines were seeded uniformly from the
top surface of the rubber electrode and were proportional to the
logarithm of current density magnitude.
Datasets from the computational result of the skin and the phantom volume plots (non-stimulation and stimulation cases) were
exported from COMSOL and were analyzed in MATLAB R2016a
(MathWorks, MA, USA) to calculate the temperature difference (DT).
Since the FEM model was ﬁrst solved under steady-state condition
and later its solutions were used as the initial conditions for the
time-dependent study, we considered temperature at t 5 1 min as
the initial temperature for the DT computation of both phantom
and skin model.

4

Statistical Analysis
Analyses were performed using Shapiro-Wilk test to access normality of temperature difference across active stimulation (anodal, cathodal) and control groups. Statistically signiﬁcant differences (p < 0.01) in
DT between polarities (anode, cathode, and control) were probed
using a nonparametric analysis. Speciﬁcally, Friedman’s test was conducted to evaluate differences in DT among each group—when signiﬁcant, a post hoc analysis (corrected multiple comparisons) was
www.neuromodulationjournal.com

performed using Dunn’s test. A critical value of less than 0.01 was
accepted as a signiﬁcant difference between the groups.

RESULTS
Temperature changes at the skin surfaced under electrodes
during active direct current stimulation (2 mA, 20 min) and control (0 mA, 20 min) conditions were recorded on subject forearms and a specially constructed phantom. Additionally,
temperature increases were also simulated using bio-heat FEM
models of the skin and phantom surface. In both phantom and
subjects, we observed a dynamic temperature variation reﬂecting
difference in the initial temperature at the skin electrode interface when the sponges were initially placed on the forearm at a
given ambient room temperature in all cases. Therefore, all analysis was performed relative to the temperature at the surface of
the skin, 5 min after the sponge was initially placed; corresponding to when stimulation was initiated in the active stimulation
case (Fig. 1c1 and 1d1).
Average temperature difference (DT) across stimulation group
and control in the phantom was less than 0.18C (Fig. 1a). DT was not
signiﬁcantly different under both anode (Mdn 5 0.06878C) and cathode (Mdn 5 0.0468C), compared to control (Mdn 5 0.02608C) (v2 (2,
N 5 30) 5 0.27, p > 0.01, Fig. 1c1).
Stimulation of subjects resulted in a gradual increase in temperature under both anode and cathode, compared to control (e.g., at
t 5 20 min: DTanode 5 0.98C, DTcathode 5 1.18C, DTcontrol 5
0.058C as shown in Fig. 1d1). We found a main effect of stimulation
type (anode, cathode, or control) on DT (Friedman’s test, v2 (2,
N 5 30) 5 64.13, p < 0.01). Further pairwise comparison using
Dunn’s test indicated a lower DT in control compared to both anode
(Z 5 22.389, p < 0.01) and cathode (Z 5 22.6133, p < 0.01). However, the median DT between anode and cathode was not signiﬁcantly
different (Z 5 20.5973, p > 0.01).
The FEM model of stimulation on the skin and phantom predicted current ﬂow pattern produced across the tissue/phantom
(Fig. 1b2) and the coupled change in heat and blood ﬂow (for
the case of the skin). The phantom FEM model predicted a comparable maximum DT of 0.278C and 0.288C (at t 5 20 min) for
the nonstimulation (control) and stimulation (anode/cathode)
cases, respectively (Fig. 1c2). A maximum DT of 0.988C was predicated by the FEM skin model at t 5 20 min for the nonstimulation case, whereas for the stimulation case, DT was 1.368C (Fig.
1d2). Compared to the control case, tDCS induced a moderate
temperature rise (DT 5 0.388C) at the skin surface, as predicted
by the FEM skin model (t 5 20 min).

DISCUSSION
Any electrical stimulation might produce temperature changes;
reﬂecting complex interactions between joule heat due to applied
current across resistive tissue, changes in metabolism (neuronal activation) or perfusion (ﬂare), and heat conduction (31,32). Evidently,
the results of our study are relevant only for the speciﬁc technology,
dose, and subject conditions tested [c.f., transcranial magnetic stimulation in the presence of a heating clip (33)]. Temperature changes
in the body are typically considered unimportant in the efﬁcacy or
safety of neuromodulation technologies (34,35). We observed only
incremental temperature changes at the skin surface during tDCS,
independent of stimulation polarity and results from stimulation.
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Since changes were absent in the phantom, we propose that temperature elevation increases the anode/cathode reﬂected stimulation induced ﬂare—a heating induced skin response due to
increased blood ﬂow. Skin surface temperature changes of 18C are
none injurious and within normal variation [e.g., due to exercise,
environment; (31,36)]. Moreover, as this small increment is in fact
compensating for a reduction in surface temperature following
application of room-temperature sponges, and since the core body
temperature of the blood limits perfusion-based heating, this mechanism is not hazardous.
Our results are consistent with the tDCS perception of warmth
being attributed to electrical nerve activation rather than heating
(32,35), and any signiﬁcant skin irritation (that occurs only when standard protocols are not followed) being electrochemical in nature
(37). We analyzed temperature change at the surface of the skin (in
vivo study) during stimulation (20 min) relative to the temperature
after the prestimulation duration (5 min) to account for the dynamic
temperature changes reﬂecting difference in the initial temperature
at the skin-electrode interface relative to the skin and room temperature (Fig. 1d1). Similarly, to account for such dynamic temperature
variation due to natural cooling of the skin when exposed to the
ambient temperature, we solved our FEM models ﬁrst under steadystate conditions and then used its solution as an initial condition for
the time-dependent analysis. Any warming of sponges observed by
subjects or operators touching the electrode surface would reﬂect
passive heating from the body and it is unlikely that the difference
between active and sham can be resolved, hence, not a confound to
blinding. Our result does not address temperature changes inside
the body (e.g., at the brain), temperature changes outside of the period evaluated (up to 5 min post tDCS), microscopic changes (e.g., at
sweat pores) or changes following abnormal tDCS dose (e.g., 100
mA), and repeated sessions. We speculate the ﬂare response, already
a well-known consequence of tDCS from inspection of skin erythema
(20,38), along with the associated skin temperature change indicated
here, may inﬂuence current ﬂow patterns through the skin, and so
indirectly tolerability (39). For future research, this approach can be
extended to a realistic head model or a microscopic level skin model.
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